Reviews & Accolades
GIN 42%

THE JUNIPERS NZ GIN AWARDS 2020
October 2020
Bronze Medal

WORLD SPIRIT AWARDS
February 2018
Double Gold Medal
Fragrance: Clear juniper dominance, inciting citrus top note, orange peel, a lot of lemon, juniper berries, very
resinous aromas, Swiss pine aspects, menthol, Tonka bean, earthy and moss-like, lavender. Taste: Very
typical variety style, juniper berry, resinous aromas, intense citrus notes, grapefruit, lemon juice, coriander,
ginger sharpness, minty and grassy, malty and extract-sweet, good body, persistent citric finish, fresh and
vivid.

SCOTTISH GIN AWARDS
September 2017
Finalist - London Dry Gin of the Year

SAN FRANCISCO WORLD SPIRITS COMPETITION
2015
Gold Medal

WORLD SPIRITS AWARDS
2015
Gold Medal

INTERNATIONAL WINE & SPIRITS COMPETITION
2016
Silver Outstanding Medal
Clean with a hint of herbs and dried leaves. Big juniper flavours with coriander and a hint of fragrant
herbalness. Well-integrated and mixable.

HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL WINE & SPIRIT COMPETITION
November 2015
Silver Medal

THEGINISIN.COM
January 2015
4.5 Stars & Gold Medal
The nose has a slight emphasis on coriander. Also Herbaceous Juniper, and a slight touch of citrus on the
edges. The palate begins with fresh pine forest and lemon zest. Juniper is really the most striking thing
about the palate. There’s a lot of depth and complexity in the background notes. These notes include hints
of violet, lemon, black peppercorn and fennel. The finish is dry, with still plenty of juniper. The residual
notes of the palate include fennel seed and clover oil. …and I thought it was quite an exquisite classic style
gin. Really good on its own, but also with great promise for mixing. For gins which I don’t have a full bottle of,
I have a hard time awarding it full marks. But given the sample I tried, this could well be a five star gin. Really
fantastic stuff. When I have a full bottle, I’m going to take a closer look at it. But this is really great stuff, as
close as you can come to getting full marks without getting it. I just can’t without trying it in several drinks to
make sure. But I don’t hesitate to recommend this gin strongly based on what I did have. Really beautiful
stuff.

LONDON GIN CLUB
July 2014
On the nose it has clean fresh lavender citrus, with plenty of coriander sitting beside the juniper.
To sip with ice- dry, with citrus and sweet anise followed with an aromatic and rooty dry linger.
Tonic opens up spicy notes (maybe a touch of clove), with a floral coriander middle and a dry linger, rounding
it out to a very drinkable gin and tonic which, being controversial (to some) we would garnish with lemon
and tomato. We think this would make an excellent southside, it would also be great in our chill ginfusion.
Full marks to Pickering and look out for it in on our next tasting menu.

